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She began her notable career in this institution on October 16, 1979
and went on to serve the flourishing 44 years, in which 34 and
three (3) months to be exact at NSO.

Philippine Statistics Authority
Region IV - B

OIC - RD Rioflorido is not new to this region being the Provincial Statistics
Officer of NSO - Marinduque Provincial Office from December 24, 2008 to
January 28, 2014. She is known as humble, cheerful doer, and a
hardworker who wants everyone to give their best when it comes to
fulfilling their duties. She is the first to lead PSA - NSO MIMAROPA.

Leni R. Rioflorido

For her plans and programs, OIC - RD Rioflorido vows to lead the agency to
continue its commitment to serve the people by providing timely and
accurate general
purpose statistics and civil registration services needed
by the government, public and private sectors. - Suzette S. Martinez

George Teng Bldg., J. P. Rizal St., Camilmil,
Calapan City, Oriental Mindoro
(043)286-7491/286-2340

OIC - Regional Director

Pilar P. Mendoza
Administrative Unit Supervisor

Maribel L. Bernardo
Statistical Unit Supervisor

Bobby M. Natal

OIC Rioflorido Discusses PSA
on September 12, 2013,
last year.

just

The OIC - Regional Director explained
to the media that the NSO,
together with three other agencies,
the National Statistical Coordination
Board (NSCB), the
Bureau of
Agricultural Statistics (BAS), and the
Bureau
of
Labor
and
Employment Statistics (BLES) were
merge into one which will be the
composition of PSA. She further
informed that PSA will be headed
by a National
Statistician
appointed by the
President and
will be supported by three Deputy
National Statisticians. As of now, the
officer-in-charge
National
Statistician is NSO Administrator
herself, Carmelita N. Ericta.
When asked why there would be a
merging of the four? OIC Rioflorido
answered that the
purpose of the
government is to strengthen
the
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statistical agency and for the
transactions to be
faster,
easier, and more
accessible.
“I believe the government wants to
lessen its
costs without
compromising the quality of the
delivery of the
statistical data
needed by other
government
agency like NEDA, which relies
heavily on numerical data , private
institutions and the public as well,”
Rioflorido added.
The PSA is still in the transition
period. The officials and staff are
in holdover capacity until the final
staffing pattern is implemented. It
will take more than a year before
the full implementation of the law,
until
all the created positions
are filled up to ensure that the
services
being provided by the
concerned
offices are not
hampered. - Suzette S. Martinez

Civil Registration System Outlet Supervisor
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STAT CORNER

SUMMARY INFLATION REPORT
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
(2006=100)
JANUARY 2014 AND DECEMBER 2013

Year-on-Year Inflation Rates, All Items
Jan 2014

Dec 2013

A Year Ago

Philippines

4.2

4.1

3.1r

Region IV-B

3.6

3.1

3.4

The country’s annual headline inflation inched up to 4.2 percent at the beginning of year 2014 from 4.1 percent in
December 2013. This was mainly affected by higher annual increment in the heavily-weighted food and
non-alcoholic beverage index. Contributing to the uptrend were higher annual growths also recorded in the
indices of clothing and footwear; furnishing, household equipment and routine maintenance of the house; health;
and recreation and culture. Inflation during the same month a year ago was 3.1 percent.
Likewise,
annual
inflation
in
Region IV-B further peaked to 3.6
percent in January from 3.1
percent in
December. It
resulted
from
higher
annual
increases registered in the indices of
food
and
non-alcoholic
beverages;
housing,
water,
electricity, gas and other fuels; health;
and transport. Inflation a year ago in
the region was 3.4 percent.
Month-on-Month Inflation Rates, All Items
Jan 2014

Dec 2013

Philippines

0.7

0.7

Region IV-B

0.7

0.5

Price hikes were recorded in food items particularly fish,
vegetables, eggs, selected spices, sauces and
condiments, cooking oil, and milk and milk products.
Increased rental rates, higher electricity charges and
upward price adjustments in some items for personal
care and effects were also
observed in selected
regions. All these factors contributed to the country’s
0.7 percent overall month-on-month inflation.

Higher prices in heavily-weighted food items such as bread and cereals, rice, corn, fish, milk, cheese and eggs, fruits,
sugar, and other spices attributed to the increase in the Region IV-B’s month-on-month
inflation from 0.5
percent in December to 0.7 percent in January.
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STAT CORNER
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
(2006=100)
JANUARY 2014

By Province, Year-on-Year
Higher annual rates were noted in all five
provinces of Region IV-B with the biggest gain of
0.8 percentage points posted in Palawan (2.8 %
from 2.0%), the province that also
recorded
the lowest annual rate. The highest annual rate
of 5.1 percent was in Occidental Mindoro.

By Commodity Group, Year-on-Year
On an annual basis, the increment in food
and non-alcoholic beverages
index in
Region IV-B advanced to 5.2
percent in
January from 3.9 percent in December;
housing, water, electricity, gas and other
fuels index, 1.4 percent from 1.1 percent;
health index, 1.1
percent from 1.0
percent; and transport, 0.9 percent from 0.8
percent. The other commodity groups had
slower annual add-ons or retained their
respective last month’s rates.
The annual inflation for food alone index in Region IV-B advanced to 5.3 percent in January from 4.0 percent in
December.
All the food groups had higher annual rates except in meat index that retains its last month’s rate of 2.2 percent.

By Province, Month-on-Month
Price additions in three provinces in Region IV-B were faster in January compared to their December rates.
Marinduque had the highest month-on-month inflation at 1.3 percent while the lowest rate of 0.1 percent was
noticed in Occidental Mindoro.

By Commodity Group, Month-on-Month
Measured from a month ago level, prices of consumer items in Region IV-B moved up by 0.7 percent in January from
0.5 percent in December. The heavily-weighted food and non-alcoholic beverages index picked up 1.3
percent
from 0.5 percent; and health index, 0.2 percent from 0.1 percent. The indices of clothing and footwear and housing,
water, electricity, gas and other fuels had slower monthly hikes, both at 0.1 percent in January from 0.2 percent and
1.0 percent, respectively in December. The rest of the commodity groups either retained their last month’s rate or
had zero growth. - Maribel L. Bernardo
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STAT CORNER

SUMMARY INFLATION REPORT
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
(2006=100)
MARCH AND FEBRUARY 2014

Year-on-Year Inflation Rates, All Items
Region IV-B

March 2014

February 2014

January 2014

4.0

3.6

3.6

Annual inflation in Region IV-B further picked up to 4.0 percent in March from 3.6 percent in February. This can be
attributed to the higher annual growths observed in the indices of five (5)commodity groups namely: food and
non-alcoholic beverages; clothing and footwear; housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels; health; and
transport. Those for the rest of the commodity groups were either slower or retained their February rates.
The annual inflation rate of 4.0
percent posted in March is the
highest noted for the first quarter
of
2014.
January
and
February both had 3.6
percent
annual inflation.

Month-on-Month Inflation Rates, All Items

STATISTICAL TRIVIA
Region IV-B

Mar 2014

Feb 2014

Jan 2014

- 0.1

0.1

0.7

Did you know?
Region’s IV-B’s month-on-month inflation went down by 0.1 percent in
March from 0.1 percent in February. It primary resulted from the
continued downward price adjustments in selected food items such as
fish, fruit s and vegetables. The region’s monthly consumer prices in
March is the lowest rate for the first quarter of 2014, while 0.7 percent
rate recorded in January was the highest.

The province that has the greatest
population is Cavite which has 3.09 million.
Almost 3 million of Filipino women ages
15 years and older are current tobacco
smokers .
One out of eight Filipinos ages 6 - 24
years old is out-of-school or cannot attend
school.
Source: www.census.gov.ph
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STAT CORNER
CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
(2006=100)
MARCH 2014

By Province, Year-on-Year
The annual inflation in Region IV-B further picked
up to 4.0 percent in March from 3.6 percent in
February as three (3) provinces registered higher
annual growths. The highest annual rate of 5.3
percent was posted in Marinduque while the
lowest was recorded in Oriental Mindoro at 3.5
percent.

By Commodity Group, Year-on-Year
The year-on-year mark-up in food and
non-alcoholic beverages index in Region IV-B
advanced to 5.8 percent in March from 5.5
percent in February; clothing and footwear index,
2.4 percent from 2.2 percent; housing, water,
electricity, gas and other fuels index, 3.1 percent
from 1.5 percent; health index, 1.2 percent from
1.0 percent; and transport, 1.0 percent from 0.8
percent. The other commodity groups had slower
annual add-ons or retained their respective last
month’s rates.
Region IV-B’s food alone index increased by 5.9 percent in March from 5.7 percent in February.
All the food groups had higher annual rates except in fish index whose annual gain was slower at 3.5 percent from
5.0 percent; vegetables index, 9.1 percent from 11.0 percent; and sugar, jam, honey, chocolate and confectionery
index, 3.5 percent from 3.6 percent. Moreover, corn index retained its last month’s rate of 5.4 percent.

By Province, Month-on-Month
Four (4) provinces had negative monthly rates in
March with Marinduque recording the lowest at
–0.8 percent. Meanwhile, Palawan had the
highest monthly gain of 0.5 percent.

By Commodity Group, Month-on-Month
Consumer prices in Region IV-B dropped by 0.1 percent in March from a growth of 0.1 percent in February due to the
0.2 percent decrease in the index for food and non-alcoholic beverages. In addition, slower monthly uptick was
recorded in the index for furnishing, household equipment and routine maintenance of the house at 0.1 percent from
0.3 percent. The rest of the commodity groups either have higher monthly hikes, retained their last month’s rate or
had zero growth. - Donna Marie D. Mobe
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CRS CORNER
Figure 1. Revenue of Census Serbilis Outlets in MIMAROPA
First Quarter 2014

Table 1. Revenue (in PhP) from Requested Vital Documents
Census Serbilis Outlet in MIMAROPA by: First Quarter 2014
MIMAROPA
(PhP)

Calapan
(PhP)

Palawan
(PhP)

January

2,489,000

1,717,000

772,000

February

2,765,000

1,865,000

900,000

March

3,026,000

2,286,000

740,000

TOTAL

8,280,000

5,868,000

2,412,000

2000
(in thousands)

Month

2500

1500
Calapan City

Palawan

1000

500

0
January

February

March

Table 1 shows the itemized revenue of CRS Calapan and CRS Palawan Outlets during the first quarter of 2014.
Figure 1 shows that there’s an increasing growth of revenue in Calapan City Serbilis Outlet during the first quarter of
2014. From the amount of Php 1,717,000 collected in January, it rose to Php 2,286,000 in March, a 33.1 percent
increase at the end of the quarter.
On the other hand, Palawan earned Php 772,000 in January and increased by 16.6 percent in
March decreased by 18 percent amounting to Php 740, 000. - Rhea Angela A. Buñales

Figure 2 shows the number of requested vital
documents in CRS Calapan City and Palawan
Outlets.

February. Revenue in

Figure 2. Converted Transactions of Vital Documents in CRS Serbilis
Outlets in MIMAROPA for the First Quarter of 2014
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MIMAROPA Census Serbilis Outlets released a total
number of 75,139 requested vital documents for the
first quarter of 2014. Certificate of Live Birth accounted
for 78 percent of the total number of processed
documents with 58,596 copies followed by CENOMAR
with 11 percent or 8,296 copies, Certificate Of Marriage
with 9.7 percent or 7,274 copies and Certificate of
Death with 1.3 percent or 973 copies.
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These vital documents are important for the individual’s identity, job applications, claims of benefits, insurances,
marriage applications, school requirements and others.
CRS Calapan City and Palawan Outlet personnel do their best daily to serve and provide to every client’s needs.
- Marben E. Marasigan
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EDITORIAL

Ask the Editor?
Dear Editor,

Civil Registration: Its Impact in the Philippine Society

I

asked

for

a

birth

The Philippine Statistics Authority Region IV - B (formerly called the National certificate document last week and I
noticed that your office NSO has

Statistics Office) celebrated its annual Civil Registration Month last February with changed its name to Philippine
the theme “Ikaw at Ako Tungo sa Wastong Rehistro” to emphasize the end for the Statistics Authority. Sir, may I know
what is the legal basis for the change of

correct registration of vital documents and to build awareness among the public the this agency?
Thank you.
significance of registering the important events in their lives, from birth until death.

Juana dela Cruz

Down memory lane, civil registration started during the Spanish period for tax
collection purposes. Years passed and to make the civil registration mandatory, civil
registration was put into place with the creation of Commonwealth Act No. 3753,
also known as the Civil Registry Law on 1930. According to this law, the
establishment of a civil register in the country wherein acts, events, legal
instruments and court decrees concerning the civil status of person shall be
recorded.
The PSA, as the Philippine government’s major statistical agency, was responsible
for carrying out and administering the provision of the archiving of birth, death and
marriage and servicing requests for copies and certifications based on these
documents as provided for in Act No. 3753 dated February 1931.
How important is civil registry in the country reflects on the government’s earnest
response to give its full service to the society. Through the years, this agency has
been a partner in the prompt and reliable delivery of civil registration services. It
ensures that the service will be brought closer to the Filipinos. There is the BREQS

Dear Mam Juana,
The legal basis for the change
of NSO to PSA is the
Philippine
Statistical Act of 2013. It is an Act
recognizing the Philippine Statistical
System, repealing for the
Purpose
Executive Number One
Hundred
Twenty-One, entitled “Reorganizing
and
Strengthening the Philippine
Statistical System and for Other
Purposes.
It creates the Philippine
Statistics Authority which shall be
constituted
from
among
the
existing personnel of the major
statistical agencies of the
National
Statistics Office, the National Statistical
Coordination Board, the Bureau of
Agricultural Statistics, and the Bureau
of Labor and Employment Statistics.
The Editor

or the Batch Request Entry System wherein the agency authorizes a partner to accent requests for NSO-issued copies
of civil

registry documents from the public and issue the documents to its clientele. Before the general public queued

for long hours at Sta. Mesa, Manila, now, with the implementation of CRS - ITP known as Serbilis Center, the public can
request for the copy of their vital documents anywhere in the country. Service is within reach of the Filipino client
regardless where their vital events have been registered. Quality service in terms of accessibility and availability is the
name of game.
We are lucky to have an advanced modern system here in the Philippines when it comes to civil registration. Every
individual has a right to be identified. Who knows, PSA may use automated machine for obtaining requested vital
documents in the near future, in just one touch and click away. - Suzette S. Martinez
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ADMIN MATTERS

NSO MIMAROPA Regional Director Retires
As the whole NSO awaits the impending merging of four agencies as a result of the implementation of RA 10625, NSO
MIMAROPA embraced an inevitable change in the leadership with the retirement of RD Flor Monteclaro.
The first ever appointed Regional Director of NSO MIMAROPA, Flordeliza J. Monteclaro -- Ma’am Flor as she is fondly
called -- officially retired from government service on January 28, 2014. She left a regional office and five provincial
offices as she envisioned it to be—strong, committed and loyal to the job and the office.
Ma’am Flor is the embodiment of a true civil servant. She started in the public service as high school teacher in Boac,
Marinduque before she was encouraged to join the Bureau of the Census and Statistics where she rose from the ranks
until reaching the pinnacle of her career with the appointment as Regional Director of NSO Region IV-B.
Her journey at Bureau of the Census and Statistics, now called Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA), was highlighted
with achievements as model, hardworking employee and at the same time, one that belonged to a highly
accomplished provincial office. The same attributes she continued to possess when she took over the helm of a newly
created region and NSO regional office MIMAROPA. These infectious attitude brought to the fore a young, pioneering
and a force to reckon with region.
Even in the early stage of the region’s young life, it has already startled the NSO kingdom with its steady rise in the
Field Awards until it finally topple the supposedly undefeated Region 10 as the top NSO regional office nationwide. It
heralded a new era not only in NSO MIMAROPA but across the nation. It sent a message of hope that reverberated to
other NSO field offices.
Now, the big question is “Who shall follow her footsteps?”. Three highly competent Provincial Statistics Officers were
recommended to replace her. But, luck would have it that another native from Marinduque must first take the
challenge of leading the region as Officer-in-Charge.
PSO Leni R. Rioflorido of Marinduque Provincial Office accepted the designation as OIC of MIMAROPA regional office
beginning January 29, 2014 to June 30, 2014. Her journey as a public servant took a turn outside of her comfort zones
where she has been thriving as the leader of one of the consistently top provincial offices in the country. Unlike Ma’am
Flor who became OIC of the provincial offices of Romblon, Occidental Mindoro and Batangas City, Ma’am Leni has
never leave her post as PSO of Marinduque Provincial Office where she also rose from the ranks to be assigned in
other office outside of Marinduque. Her new assignment as the OIC of the regional office will require her to stay in
Calapan City where the region holds office.
As her journey begins, all have expressed support as the new leader of now PSA-NSO MIMAROPA.
As another chapter ends, scribbles are beginning for a new one. A different outlook, a new take in leadership style, but
the goals remain the same, deliver a world-class product to the public and all its stakeholders.
- Ella Jean Rose T. del Rosario
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OPINION

The Eleventh-Hour Syndrome
By: Ella Jean Rose T. del Rosario

eleventh hour - n. the last possible
moment for doing something
(www.thefreedictionary.com)

One would always wonder why there must be called peak season
in all CRS outlet in the country. It is when queue for requests for
vital documents is as long as the line of vehicles in EDSA during
rush hour.

From July to December and January to February, the number
of clients in the CRS outlet is at minimal level. Then, it starts to
double in March and triple in April to May, and starts to trickle
down during the third week of June.

What would hinder the requesting parties to secure their
documents on time? Financial constraints? Inaccessibility of
office issuing the required documents? Forgetfullness?

When asked the schools and teachers will always tell you that
as soon as classes begin in June, parents are informed of the
required birth certificate of their children that must be in the
correct form and must be submitted before end of school year
in March.

Life is so unlike the teleseryes. No antagonists to rob the
protagonists of any wealth much more their integrity and
morality. There are only protagonists and everyday people that
have something to do with them. They are the elements of a
cycle in life that need to work in sync to achieve a certain goal.
The protagonists, ordinary and hard working parents, are trying
to live decently each day. Financial resources trickle down in
small drops that could hardly provide for their family’s needs.
There is a long list of wants and needs which are mostly ignored
and taken for granted when they could hardly have meals three
times a day.
The teachers are never the antagonists. They are everyday
people with needs to. They have a job to do including reports
and records to complete and must be submitted on time.
The schools are institutions that help shape the future of the
next generation leaders. They have a system to work on to
ensure that their products-- the students-- are produced in
excellent manner including a portfolio of documents in proper
form and order.
The Civil Registry System (CRS) Outlets are established in
response to the needs of the time. It evolved into an exclusive provider of vital documents in Security Paper (SecPa) that have high
integrity and delivered and issued within the acceptable period
of time. They are operated by highly competent
personnel
provided with the necessary equipment and materials for effective delivery of services to the public.

The CRS outlets, on the other hand, are always ready to give
service with no noon breaks and are usually open even before
eight in the morning. Snack time are often let go to ensure no
disruption to the whole operation.
The parents, however, have more excuses for not having done
their part. They range from monetary difficulty, no time for
follow ups, too far from where they live and don’t know. All
those excuses will be overcome when they can no longer bear
the incessant nagging of their children to submit their required
birth certificate or they cannot stand the teachers threat of
disallowing the students to graduate or enroll unless a birth
certificate issued by PSA is submitted. That is when these
parents start to troop to CRS outlet at once. They would fill-up
the outlets from morning to noon to secure the documents for
all their children that need it.
The eleventh hour syndrome can be avoided. Poverty is real.
It should not be the reason to prohibit a child to earn an
education. But education is not complete if not properly
documented, and records kept by the schools should be
consistent with the most basic and important document of a
person, his/her birth certificate.
Change must begin in oneself. It is time to own up the
responsibilities as parents, teachers/educators and public
servants in ensuring that vital documents are registered,
secured and submitted on time. Only then that change will
matter and will become significant.

It only takes one of these elements to be an unwilling party for
this cycle to break, thus causing for an eleventh-hour syndrome.
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CRS: FOR YOUR INFORMATION
By: Bobby M. Natal

“The child shall be registered immediately after birth and shall have the right from birth to a name, the right to acquire
a nationality and as far as possible, the right to know and be cared for by his or her parent”
-1989 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), Article 7
Just recently, civil registration seminars were held in order to refresh the minds of the staff and other partner agencies
about proper civil registration, its laws and updates. New employees were introduced about the basics of registering
events and legal instruments. Indeed, the regional office is exerting its efforts to give seminars to schools, municipal
civil registrars in the office, and to all the clients the agency serves.
What is the importance of civil registration? For its legal purposes, civil registration establishes the occurrence of birth,
death or marriage and therefore provide prima facie evidence of facts surrounding these events in a man’s life. These
records, are no doubt, important. Civil registry documents are used in legal and personal transactions such as
application of jobs, obtaining passports for travel, entrance to school, claiming insurance benefits, among other things.
On the other hand, when used in statistics, it would provide data on the number of births, mortalities, marriage,
divorce, fetal death, and adoption as basis for formulation of national policies and economic frameworks.
Calapan Serbilis Center showed continuous progress when it comes to quality service. In the first quarter of 2014, more
applicants went to our outlet due to the seasonal activities such as graduation and enrolment of students, 4Ps
requirements, passports, claim benefits requirements and mass weddings in the whole region. These indicate that the
vital documents like birth, marriage, death and certificate of no marriage are important requirements nowadays. This
will awaken their concern in becoming more curious with the birth of their children, their family members if they are
already registered in the municipality where they have been born and they would know if they also have records in the
Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA).
Every now and then, staff from the PSA - NSO MIMAROPA would go to the remote areas and conduct mobile
acceptance together with their local municipal civil registrars. The main aim is for them to avail the service and have
their vital documents without going to CRS Calapan Outlet which is too expensive in terms of fares. In particular, our
natives like the Mangyan are the ones who benefitted in this program and we give them special attention in registering
their members through LCROs who are at the fore this activity.
Furthermore, those who live in remote areas which are visited by PSA - NSO MIMAROPA would be oriented on how to
register those who are not yet registered in their respective municipalities. Eventually, some problems in civil
registration would actually be lessened.
Image Source: www.google.com
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HEALTH CORNER
By: Suzette S. Martinez

I’ve seen most people smoke out of stress at work or just for
relaxation, even teenagers do it because they thought of it as being
“sosyal.” Well, then think again. Others would philosophically
reason out that even the healthiest among the people they know die
younger than the smokers themselves. You might be right, but you
also might be wrong. As the famous saying goes, “An ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure.” I’ve met successful
individuals who dared to change their old lifestyle to adopt healthier
ones. I myself have almost been attracted into it, not until I read in
some Christian book that smoking is the “incense of the devil.”
There are many countless ways on how to kick off the smoking habit. Here are some suggestions on how to throw it all
away:
1. Make an honest list of all the things you like about smoking.
2. Then make another list of why quitting won’t be easy.
3. Set a quit date.
4. Write all your reasons for quitting on an index card.
5. As you’re getting ready to quit,
6. Keep a list of when you smoke for a week before quitting.
7. Prepare a list of things to do when a craving hits.
8. Quit when you’re in a good mood.
9. When your quit date arrives, throw out anything that reminds you of smoking.
10. Put all the money you’re saving on cigarettes in a large glass jar.
11. Switch to decaf until you’ve been cigarette-free for two months.
12. Think of difficult things you have done in the past.
13. Fins a healthy snack food you can carry with you.
14 Switch to a cup of herbal tea whenever you usually have a cigarette .
15. Instead of cigarette break at work, play a game of solitaire on your computer.
16. Picture yourself playing tennis.
17. Create a smoke-free zone.
18. Post this list in a visible location in your house.
19. To minimize cravings, change your routine.
20. Swing by the health food storte for some Avena sativa (oat) extract.
21. Tell your friends, co-workers, boss, partner, and kids how you feel.
22. Make an appointment with an acupuncturist.
23. If you relapse, just start again.
Source: Reader’s Digest
If you want added infos, you may visit the website : www.rd.com/slideshows/quitsmoking/#slideshow=slide1
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Step 1 for instant confidence: Look in a mirror
When you think you are ugly and want to hide your head in a paper bag you are unlikely to feel confident. However, if you are having an “ugly
day” (or one of those “ugly years”), take advice from psychologist Nikki Owen: ‘When your eyes take in something that pleases you, your brain’s
reward system is activated and you will see an almost instant improvement on your face’. So, the next time you look in the mirror focus on areas
that you like about yourself. You’ll be feeling smoking within minutes ladies and gents.

Step 2 for instant confidence: Gay BFF
If you’re a woman, it turns out that self-confidence is all about the gay BFF. A study conducted by researchers from Mount Saint Vincent
University in Nova Scotia, Canada and the University of Lethbridge in Alberta, Canada found that women who have a gay friend have better
self-esteem when it comes to the way they look and their body confidence. Although the researchers weren’t entirely sure why women felt
better about their bodies when they had a gay friend, some claim it is because gay men are far more generous when it comes to compliments and
are skilled at giving ego massages.

Step 3 for instant confidence: Workout
Although pulling on your smelly training shoes and donning some not-so-flattering lycra doesn’t sound much fun when you’re curled up in bed or
sprawled out on the sofa watching re-runs of your favourite TV show, a study seen in the Journal of Health Psychology says that even if you
exercise for a little amount, on a regular basis, your mood improves. Therefore even if you don’t do a really intense workout, you can still reap the
positive benefits of exercise and experience the perks of the mood boosting endorphins that exercise gives us.

Step 4 for instant confidence: Straighten up
When you were little you were constantly nagged by your parents and teachers to stand tall, stop slouching and sit straight. Does anyone do the
same for you now? Although it would be a little annoying to have someone constantly telling you off for having bad posture, it turns out that it
might make you believe in your own abilities a lot more. A recent study found that people who sat up straight and wrote down how qualified they
were for a job believed in their abilities far more than those people who did the same activity, but who slumped over their desks. If you’re
reading this now, sit up and improve your posture.

Step 5 for instant confidence: Cancel
Sometimes we hang out with people we don’t really like. People that moan, whine and bully their way through life, bringing everyone around
them down into their pit of misery and self-loathing. Remember, you are under no obligation to see anyone who makes you feel bad. Although
you shouldn’t abandon your friends and family when they are having a hard time, ask yourself how long they have been acting in this way and if it
is really necessary. Are they being mean and belittling you? If you decide they’re being unfair and are affecting your confidence start to cancel on
them and associate with people that reinforce your confidence and don’t bring you down.

Step 6 for instant confidence: Be a traveller
Why is it that when you travel everything seems interesting, fresh and intriguing? Everything seems better when you are away and you feel better
too. Although we haven’t conducted any grand studies into this phenomenon, we have a strong suspicion that it’s all about the
mindset. Being somewhere new does something to us that makes us relax, unwind and become less inhibited. Although getting away from the
humdrum of your home life and routine helps you to do all of these things, it’s only your mindset that has actually changed. After all, you are still
you. If you can try to adopt this travelling way of thinking in day-to-day life you’ll feel calmer, more relaxed and far more confident.

Step 7 for instant confidence: Think about love
Feeling loved is one of the best ways to boost your confidence, but what do you do if there’s no one around to tell you how much they care for
you? Simple; just remember a time when you were shown a lot of love. Think of those birthdays when you were showered with gifts, or when you
left your old job and were told how much you’d be missed. When you were ill or had a baby did you receive lots of concerned
sent lots of get well cards? Remembering moments like these will instantly boost your confidence because it shows that
about you. - Carol B. de Torres
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ENTERTAINMENT
(pSAdoku

2

by Eriberto Manalo Jr. ) DO NOT LOOK AHEAD
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1
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2

3
4
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6

9 2
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9 6
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EASY MODE
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8 4
3
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5
7 2
9
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1
8 1
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1
3
4
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7
6
3
9
2
1
7
2
MEDIUM MODE

Suggestion: You may fold this page in half so that you may not see the answer key right away.
Answer key to this issue:

2 5 7 1 4 8
6 8 1 9 3 5
9 3 4 6 7 2
1 9 5 2 8 6
4 2 8 7 5 3
7 6 3 4 1 9
5 1 9 3 6 7
3 7 6 8 2 4
8 4 2 5 9 1
EASY MODE
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3 6 9
4 7 2
8 1 5
7
1
5
2

4 3

9 6
2 8
8 4
9 5 1
6 3 7

4 9 2 6 3
7 1 5 2 8
3 6 8 9 5
9 3 6 8 2
5 8 1 4 7
2 4 7 1 6
8 2 4 3 9
6 7 3 5 1
1 5 9 7 4

7 1
4 6
1 7
5 4
3 2
9 8
6 5
8 9
2 3

MEDIUM MODE
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ENTERTAINMENT
Comic Strips (Condensed by Suzette S. Martinez)

Peanuts

Garfield

Fox Trot Classics

Pearls Before Swine

Source: news.yahoo.com/comics
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